
Product Guide

Introducing the Liberty300 alarm, 
Tunstall’s first 3G and POTS 
home medical alarm unit.

Liberty300

Freedom to live your life



What is the 
Liberty300? 

The Liberty300 is Tunstall’s 
first medical alarm with 
connection options via 
mobile 3G GSM and 
traditional landline (POTS).

Tri-connection technology
The Liberty300 incorporates 3G GSM, POTS and optional Ethernet technology, providing greater reliability 
and continuous connectivity options in the event of telephone line failure. 

How does it work?
The Liberty300 is Tunstall’s first medical 
alarm unit with connection options via 
mobile 3G GSM and traditional landline 
(POTS), it is our most technically advanced 
and flexible base medical alarm. 

The Tunstall Liberty300 alarm is designed 
to assist people to maintain their 
independence in the home.  

With both 3G GSM and POTS technology, 
the Liberty300 provides users with greater 
reliability and connection support, 
enabling connection to the GSM network 
as well as a traditional phone line.

When the Liberty300 is activated in an emergency, 
it dials the 24-hour response centre putting the 
user in contact with a response operator, who 
will aid the client by assessing the situation and 
contacting the necessary responders to assist.

Each Liberty300 is supplied with a personal 
radio trigger that can be worn on the wrist or 
around the neck as a pendant, allowing the 
user to activate an alarm call from anywhere 
in the house, without having to struggle to 
a phone. There is also an optional vibrating 
pendant available for use with the alarm. 

The pendant can be fitted with our easy-
press adapter, a silicon case that improves 
the sensitivity of the alarm button for those 
with limited hand or finger movement.

Our Liberty300 fall pendant can be paired 
with the alarm, automatically generating a 
call for assistance if a fall is detected.

Alternatively, the alarm can be activated by 
the red help button on the base alarm unit.

Once an alarm call is raised, the user can then 
speak hands-free with the response operator 
who will summon the appropriate help.

The Tunstall Liberty300 includes one hard 
wired connection and interfaces with 15 radio 
sensor inputs, allowing it to monitor a wide 
range of specialty sensors in the home. 

Passive infrared sensors can be added to monitor 
movement and departure from a premises, and 
wireless smoke alarms can link to the alarm and 
24/7 monitoring centre, creating a ‘smart home’ 
environment to ensure the safety of residents.

Using plug and play technology, sensors 
can be easily added, catering to the 
changing needs of the individual client.

Who is it for?
The high degree of flexibility offered by 
the Tunstall Liberty300 alarm means a wide 
variety of users can benefit from the state 
of the art technology, including: 

• older people or those living with a disability
• individuals who have been discharged from 

hospital and require additional support
• people working alone
• those with long-term conditions.

Liberty300

Freedom to live your life

Connectivity features
• Hardwired input – for connection 

from other devices

• Hardwired output – for 
connection to other devices

• Multiple connection options 
– with 3G GSM, POTS

Service support features
• Easy switching between hands-free and 

handset mode – hands-free calls can 
easily be made private by picking up 
the handset of an attached telephone

• Technical call queuing – if the telephone 
is in use, non-critical calls (e.g. low 
battery warning) will be queued 
until after the call has ended

Safety features
• 915-928 MHz frequency – compatible with 

the Liberty300 range of telecare sensors

• Radio reliability – the AS4268.2012 
radio receiver ensures that signals 
from sensors are reliably received 

• Long range pendant – the pendant has a range 
up to 300 metres from the alarm unit in open air

• Water-resistant pendant – the pendant is also 
water-resistant up to one metre, enabling it to 
be worn in the bathroom where most falls occur

Programming and installation features
• Plug and play registration – telecare 

sensors can be assigned quickly and 
easily, reducing installation times

• Local and remote programming –  
via Liberty300 programming software

• Range test features – allow the radio 
range of the pendant and telecare 
sensors to be easily tested

IP connectivity – The Liberty300 integrates seamlessly to Tunstall’s call management platform, PNC 
over both voice (POTS and GSM) and data (GPRS)

Automatic warning alerts – the unit alerts the user to mains and line connection failure/resumption 
with a visual signal

Backup battery monitoring (40+ hours) – unit reports the status of its backup battery to the monitoring centre

Wireless telecare sensors – Up to 15 wireless telecare sensor inputs can be linked to the home unit

Key features Liberty300



Liberty300 sensors and accessories
The Liberty300 has a range of sensors and accessories 
available, so that each connected care package can be 
specifically tailored to the needs of the individual user.

Case Study
Tom’s story

For Tom, an 87 year old 
veteran who lives in a 
small Victorian town, 
Tunstall’s services could 
very well be life saving.

“I know people who have fallen over in 
their yards and no one knew and they 
just lay there,” he says. With a personal 
alarm radio pendant worn around his 
neck and the ability to roam outside his 
home with the knowledge he’s protected, 
Tom can rest assured he’s in safe hands.

A bit of background
Tom has used Tunstall’s services since 
September 2011, when he had a Tunstall 
personal alarm installed in his home. 
The Department of Veterans Affairs Gold 
Card Holder has the cost of this system, 
which also includes 24-hour monitoring, 
covered by the Department of Veterans 
Affairs under the Rehabilitation Appliances 
Program (RAP). The assessment took 
place in his home by a qualified health 
professional to ensure Tom was eligible 
for the funding, and the rest is history.

As of August 2014, Tom commenced daily 
welfare calls with the Tunstall Response 
Centre. Each day between 8:30 and 
9 a.m. he presses his pendant and is 
connected immediately to the centre, 
where he has a brief chat with operators 
to ensure everything is as it should be. 

“What I do, I just call in and they say ‘good 
morning Tom’ and sometimes I say ‘good 
morning Vietnam’ or something silly. They 
ask me how I’m going and I say good and I 
give them a rundown on the weather here 
and they give me a rundown of the weather 
in Brisbane,” Tom says of the daily calls. 

If he fails to make a call, the response operator 
will follow set protocols to locate him and 
arrange any assistance required. He says this has 
happened in the past after he forgot to check in.

“Because sometimes I forget, and sometimes 
they ring up half of Australia to find out where  
I am,”. 

The veteran believes Tunstall’s response service 
is “quicker than 000”, and says there’s only a 
gap of seconds between pressing the button on 
his alarm and being contacted by someone at 
the service.

Pendant neck chain and wrist strap (included)(105-591)

Each of these allow the user to choose the 
most comfortable wearing option. 

Fall detector pendant (106-289)

A pendant with the ability to automatically 
detect falls and transmit to the alarm.

Easy-press adapter (420-056)

A silicone sleeve that fits over the alarm to 
enable persons with dexterity issues, such as 
arthritis, to more easily activate the alarm.

Wall mount pendant (106-186 / 165-277)

Enables placement of the pendant in high 
risk areas such as bathrooms, toilets, pool 
areas and other common areas.

Vibrating pendant (106-223)

The pendant vibrates to confirm alarm activation 
for people with hearing impairment.

Smoke alarm with transponder (100-054)

Available hardwired or wireless. The smoke alarm 
detects fire risk and transmits an alert to the alarm.



Liberty300 alarm unit

Weight:
590 g (including battery)

Dimensions: (LxWxD)
286 x 174 x 38 mm

Radio frequency:
915 - 928MHz frequency band

Radio range:
100 - 300 metres in open air (subject to environmental conditions)

Mains power:
9V DC 300mA with integral earth

Standby battery:
4.8V 1600mAh rechargeable Ni-MH

Backup battery time:
AS4607 compliant 40 hours

Operating temperature range:
Ambient temperature range 0°C to +50°C 

Technical details

Telecommunications:
AS/CA S002:2010 inc Amendment No.1 2012, AS/ACIF S004-2008,
PTC200:2006  
3G: Dual-Band UMTS/HSDPA 850(800)/2100MHz 
GSM: Quad-Band GSM/GPRS/EDGE 850/900/1800/1900MHz

EMC:
AS/NZS CISPR22:2009, EN55024:2010, EN55022:2010,  
EN61000-3-2:2006 +A1:2009 +A2:2009, EN61000-3-3:2008

Safety:
AS/NZS 60950.1:2011 + A1:2012

Radio (main unit and pendant):
AS/NZS 4268: 2012

CE:
Compliant

Design, manufacture, install and service:
ISO9001:2000, AS4607

Warranty:
36 month warranty

Part numbers:
Liberty300 alarm 106-288  
Liberty300 pendant 106-183 
Liberty300 alarm battery 142-031

Our policy of continual development 
means that product specification 
and appearance may  change 
without notice. Tunstall does not 
accept responsibility for any errors 
and omissions contained within this 
document.

© Tunstall Australasia Pty Ltd

Standards

#8089 - v2.4

Quality 
ISO 9001
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